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Developing scan-and-return collecting
at UNLV Libraries

Emily Lapworth
Digital Special Collections Librarian
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

UNLV Photo Services, Aaron Mayes

Mark Fine scrapbook, 19801990. MS-00696.

Irwin and Susan Molasky
photograph, 1975. MS-00661.

What are we talking about?
•
•
•
•

An individual or organization owns physical primary sources that would be valuable
additions to our collections, but they are not willing to donate these items.
Instead, they temporarily loan the items to Special Collections, we digitize and
describe them, and then return the physical items to the owner.
The digital surrogates are then added to our online Digital Collections website,
where they can be discovered and used by anyone anywhere in the world.
More on management, description, and preservation later…
Event program, 1976. MS-00716.

$10,000 check from Frank Sinatra to
Congregation Ner Tamid, 1983. MS-00717.

Temple Beth Sholom newsletter, 1998. MS-00711.

Essay about early Jewish community, 2002. MS-00701.

Why we do it
Compromise: if we can’t own the physical item, we can at least preserve and provide access to
a digital surrogate.
•
•
•

Each institution can contribute in compiling a more inclusive, complete, and diverse
historical record, within the confines of its individual mandate.
To do so, we must be proactive and creative in connecting users with a diverse variety of
primary sources.
Look beyond the obvious (papers of prominent individuals, records of powerful
organizations) to include underrepresented or minority groups and to document everyday
life.

“If [the archivist] is passive, uninformed, with a limited view of what constitutes the archival
record, the collections that he acquires will never hold up a mirror for mankind. And if we are
not holding up that mirror, if we are not helping people understand the world they live in,
and if this is not what archives is all about, then I do not know what it is we are doing that is
all that important.”
-F. Gerald Ham, “The Archival Edge,” The American Archivist 38, no. 1 (1975): 13.

The Southern Nevada
Jewish Heritage Project
Goals:
1. Collect oral histories
2. Collect archival materials
3. Digitize materials and provide online access
and discovery using a custom-built project
website and CONTENTdm

The Southern Nevada Jewish Community:
• Established in the 1930s
• Transient
• No strong tradition of preserving history
= General lack of documentation; what materials that do still exist are often treasured
keepsakes owned by individuals who are not willing to give up custody

Photographs of the Dunes Hotel implosion, Las Vegas, October 27, 1993. The Dunes Hotel Photo Collection, PH-00281.

Appraisal & Donor Relations

Photograph of Max Goot, Max Schmeling, Henry Kronberg, Harry Levy, unidentified man, and Morry Spencer, at
Jewish Federation Luncheon at Caesars Palace, approximately 1970. Henry Kronberg Papers, MS-00718

Processing workflow
1. Lender completes necessary paperwork
2. Receive physical items
3. Accession (archivist)
a) Review items
b) Assign accession number and collection number
c) Create preliminary description to pass along any relevant information to
metadata creator
4. Digitize and create metadata (digitization specialist)
5. Physical items can now be returned to lender
6. Upload digital surrogates and metadata to CONTENTdm (digitization specialist)
7. Publish finding aid with link to digital objects (archivist)
8. Also publish a MARC record in online catalog and a record in SC online database,
both with link to the digital objects

= online access to archival materials

Paperwork

Photograph of an unidentified man signing a document, circa 1970s. R.B. Griffith Collection, PH0106.

Arrangement and Description

Hybrid Collection

Concerns
•

•
•
•

As with every
decision, frame it
within the unique
circumstances of
your own
institution. Do the
benefits outweigh
the costs?
Copyright
Preservation
Access and Use

Photograph of a Hadassah play, 1968. MS-00417

Positive Outcomes
•

•

Additional collections that document
the Jewish community in Southern
Nevada
– Increased access and discovery of
these materials
– Increased intellectual control of
these collections
Building relationships with the
community
– General support of the Libraries
– Awareness of value of Special
Collections
– Increase in donations
– Increase in use of collections
Photograph of the B'nai B'rith Roarin' 20s Ball, 1965. Eileen Brookman Papers, MS-00620.

digital.library.unlv.edu/jewishheritage
Coming Soon:
Say Yes to Digital Surrogates: Strengthening the
Archival Record in the Postcustodial Era
Journal of Western Archives
By Cyndi Shein and Emily Lapworth

